GA100 / GA200 / GA300
Guitar Capos
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Traditionally-styled GA100 Guitar Capo allows you to transpose a song quickly
and easily. The spring-loaded design is far easier to use than strap or thumb
screw styles. The GA100 is so easy to use, in fact, removing it mid-measure for a
key change is no problem at all.
The GA200 quick change Ukulele Capo allows you to play in any key you want.
The GA200 works just like a full size spring-loaded capo but is sized for mandolins and ukuleles (soprano, concert, tenor, and baritone). Both the GA100 and
GA200 are constructed from zinc alloy, which provides the necessary rigidity, while
silicone padding provides uniform pressure and protects the neck/fingerboard.
Sized and contoured for classical nylon string guitars, the GA300 Classical
Guitar Capo provides proper intonation and buzz-free fretting. The simple
squeeze release design makes changing position fast and easy, while padded
contact points protect your guitar’s finish. Lightweight zinc alloy construction
preserves the balance of the instrument.

GA100
Guitar Capo

GA200
Ukulele Capo

GA300
Classical Guitar Capo

Our award-winning packaging is eye-catching
and describes all of the product features.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

> Applications:
GA100: For use with 6 and 12 strings
GA200: Ukulele, mandolin, small-stringed instruments
GA300: Classical nylon string guitars
> Dimensions:
GA100: (w)3.15 x (l)3.54 x (d).59”
GA200: (w)2.36 x (l)2.76 x (d).12”
GA300: (w)3.41 x (l)3.67 x (d).47”
> Construction: Zinc alloy, silicone padding
> Colors: GA100 - black; GA200 - silver; GA300 - black

Guitar Capo
Model#: GA100
Inv#: 10139

List Price: $23.99
Map Price: $13.95

Ukulele Capo
Model#: GA200
Inv#: 10152

List Price: $22.99
Map Price: $12.95

Classical Guitar Capo
Model#: GA300
Inv#: 10253

List Price: $23.99
Map Price: $12.95

Call The Music People today to place your order

1-800-289-8889

Visit us on the web @ www.musicpeopleinc.com or www.onstagestands.com
On-Stage Stands ® is a registered trademark of The Music People Inc. Prices and Specifications subject to change.
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